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Zebra Mussel Treatment:
Mid-western Nuclear Power
Plant Using CL2005
BACKGROUND
The case history is based on the experiences
at a Mid-western nuclear plant located on the
Mississippi River. Zebra mussels are highly
invasive bivalves that, if left unchecked, can
significantly foul the cooling and auxiliary water piping that supplies the power
plant. Each spring the plant treats for zebra
mussel control, and they have had several
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO OBSTACLES
• CL2005 biocide is viscous and difficult to pump, so redundant
pump capacity is recommended. In addition, use a trim pump to
manage the blowdown flow and a separate feed pump to meet
product demand.
• Units 1 and 2 consistently showed different treatment levels.
Supplemental feed to Unit 2 will improve the kill and shorten the
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total application time.
• Increase the permit level in the discharge canal from 50 to 500 ppb
and use the 50 ppb level to toggle the clay feed at the sluice gate.
This allows an increased initial feed rate and reduces the total
treatment time with limited fish toxicity in the discharge canal.
• Increase sample frequency to every 30 minutes to monitor the
discharge canal (low-level testing) and treatment level for Units 1
and 2 (high-level testing).
• The system demand was higher than expected. Some of this extra
demand was created by backflow of water with clay from the
discharge basin blending into the recycle canal.
• Additional mixing energy in the discharge basin or discharge canal
will improve the detoxification efficiency. This can be accomplished
using a pump to create a mixing current in the discharge canal.
• Some system backflow was noted in the screen house because of
an eddy created by the wind speed and direction. This was
handled by establishing an additional clay feed point and
monitoring at the river side.
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RESULTS
The treatment was extremely successful.
One-hundred percent mussel kill was
achieved in the Unit 1 cooling water and
circulation water biobox and the Unit 2
cooling water loop. One zebra mussel
survived the process in the Unit 2 circulation water biobox out of approximately
200 specimens. Chart 1 documents the
chemical feed rates and the residuals in
the individual units. Chart 2 illustrates the
declining demand in the discharge canal
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as a residual builds in the discharge
basin. At 21:00 hours a breakthrough
of CL2005 was noted at the discharge
canal and addressed by reducing chemical feed and turning on the clay feed at
the sluice gate. The demand information
is useful to gauge clay feed and prevent
a breakthrough of CL2005 at the river.

Contact your local ChemTreat Rep to find out how
we can help you reduce your plant’s operating costs.

(800) 442-8292

